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ABSTRACT 
This thesis considers issues related to the estimation and inference for a threshold 
autoregressive model with multiple threshold variables. Regime shifts can occur among 
all of the categories split by the threshold variables. Certain restrictions on structural 
parameters are also allowed so that changes just occur among a subset of regimes. It is 
shown that, under some regularity conditions, the OLS threshold estimators are consistent. 
We also derive the limiting joint distribution of the threshold estimators, using an early 
result in a two-regime threshold model of Chong and Yaii (2004). Of special interest is 
the fact that the estimators are consistent even there are misspecifications in both the 
number of regimes and the functional form of the regression equation. Based on this 
result, we present a sequential model-building procedure. A likelihood ratio test is also 
proposed to detect the threshold effect and determine the number of regimes. Monte 
Carlo simulations evaluate the performance of the above estimators and the test in the 
finite-sample case. An application to the stock market is provided. The result suggests 
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V 
1 Introduction 
Threshold autoregressive model has received much attention during past decades. It 
is first proposed by Tong (1978) and discussed by Tong and Lim (1980) and Tong 
(1983) in detail. Many models are designed in order to deal with various types of 
data in reality, such as the smooth transition threshold autoregressive model (STAR) 
of Chan and Tong (1986), the exponential autoregressive (EXPAR) model of Hag-
gan and Ozaki (1981) and the functional-coefficient autoregressive (FAR) model of 
Chen and Tsay (1993). Threshold autoregressive model has a wide range of ap-
plications. For example, Henry, Olekaln and Summers (2001) provide evidence of 
threshold nonliiiearity in the Australian real exchange rate. Potter (1995) uses a 
two-regime threshold autoregressive model to analyze the fluctuations of the U.S. 
economic output. The multivariate threshold autoregressive models are designed 
by Tsay (1998) to study the arbitrage activities of security market. More recently, 
Dueker, Sola and Spagnolo (2003) propose a contemporaneous TAR model and apply 
it to the pricing of bonds. 
Most of the above models are based on a single threshold variable only. Few 
studies, however, have been carried out to explore models with multiple threshold 
variables. For a single threshold model, Tsay (1998) argues that it can be trans-
formed into a standard change-point model by re-indexing the threshold variable. 
His approach, however, does not work when there are more than one threshold vari-
able. Moreover, if threshold variables are dependent or if they are correlated with 
the regressors, the statistical properties of the estimators are more complicated than 
those of the single threshold model. As a result, it is difficult to extend the result of 
the single-threshold variable case to the multiple one. 
Chong and Yan (2004) first investigate the statistical properties of the threshold 
estimators in a regression model with multiple threshold variables and employ the 
model to predict financial crises. Their work provides a theoretical foundation for this 
kind of model. However, the model is still simple, with only two regimes considered, 
and it also requires that the specific form of the model be known before the estimation, 
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which is not typical in reality. In an time series threshold model, the number of 
regimes and the order are both unknown.丄 Tsay (1998) uses a grid search method 
to locate the threshold variable and select the order of the model simultaneously by 
minimizing the sum of the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) of each regime. The 
method needs to assume the number of regimes known. Meanwhile, it could not 
obtain consistent threshold estimators and the computational workload is very huge 
when there are more than one threshold variable. 
This thesis considers these issues by proposing a new kind of threshold autoregres-
sive model with multiple threshold variables, which is defined specifically in Section 
2. Here we denote the model as M-TAR? model, where M stands for the multi-
ple threshold variables. In this model, economic time series are allowed to undergo 
regime shifts based on the values of more than two threshold variables. An obvious 
example is that Xt is a process with several regime shifts depending on the values 
of Xt-i and Xt-2- We set the number of threshold variables to two but leave the 
number of regimes unknown.3 Two threshold variables can split the sample into four 
categories at most. We refer to the threshold model as the full model when shifts 
occur among all of the categories. Certain restrictions on structural parameters are 
allowed so that changes just occur in a subset of regimes, and then the model becomes 
a restricted model, with just two regimes or three regimes. This work takes a four-
regime model as the basic model and related results can be extended to restricted 
models without much difficulty. 
It is shown that, under some regular conditions, the least squares threshold es-
timators are strongly consistent. With a similar approach used by Hansen (2000) 
^m threshold variables can split the sample into 2"' regimes at most . The number of regimes is 
usually unknown when there are multiple threshold variables. 
^Enders and Granger (1998) refer to the momentum threshold model aa MTAR model. 
^Chong and Yan (2004)'s model lets the number of regimes be two and leave the iiuinber of 
threshold variables unknown. Our model assumes that there are only two threshold variables, 
but it can be extended to the case with more than two threshold variables. The procedure is not 
inat,lieiiiatica.lly difficult but very tedious. Meanwhile, the tests developed by Chong and Yan (2004) 
could be applied here to select threshold variables. 
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and Chong and Yan (2004), we have derived the asymptotic approximation to the 
joint distribution of the least-squares estimator 7 of the threshold parameter vector 
7. The distribution has a similar form as that of Chong and Yan (2004) but with a 
different scale.^ 
We show that the estimators are consistent even threshold models are misspecified 
in both the number of regimes and the functional form of regression equation. Based 
on this result, we present a sequential model-building procedure. Compared with 
the method estimating all of parameters simultaneously, the sequential procedure 
could save much workload. We also propose likelihood ratio type statistics to test 
the null hypothesis of no threshold effect and to determine the number of regimes. 
Monte Carlo simulations are presented to highlight the performance of the modeling 
procedure and the test in the finite-sample case. 
An empirical application of the model on the stock market index is given. It has 
long been observed that the market index may experience several regime shifts. An 
obvious example is that investors usually classify the market as the bull market or 
the bear market according to the past performance of the market index. A lot of 
researches have shown that stocks behave differently in these two types of market. 
For example, Kim and Zumwalt (1979) show that the betas that measure the risk of 
the securities are different in the bull and the bear market. Lunde and Timmermann 
(2004) study the long-run serial correlations of stock returns and show that duration 
dependence exists in return series. Threshold models have been used to describe 
these asymmetry between the bull and the bear market. Related studies include 
the threshold autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (TARCH) model of Li and 
Lam (1995), the threshold error-correction model of Markens et al. (1998) and the 
threshold random walk model of Shively (2003). 
We apply the M-TAR model to Hang Seng Index (HSI).® The model incorpo-
4Chong and Yan (2004) 's model is a restricted model when there are only two threshold variables. 
The papraiiieter restriction affects the scal^ in asymptotic distribution, but it would not produce 
any effect on the consistency of the estimators. 
^The stock index of Hong Kong. 
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rates more information from market than previous studies by using past turnover as 
one of the threshold variables. Turnover is another key indicator, besides price, to 
describe the performance of the market and it plays an important role in classifying 
the m a r k e t Y e t , no empirical result from threshold models reflects this role of the 
turnover. Our model fills this gap and detects a threshold effect in the return series of 
HSI. The result suggests a four-regime cycle that produces a reasonable explanation 
to the nonlinearity found in the return series of stocks. 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the basic model 
with some regular assumptions. Section 3 examines the consistency of the threshold 
estimators in our model. Section 4 studies the asymptotic distribution of the esti-
mators and related test for the threshold. Section 5 provides a modeling procedure 
and discusses the consistency of the estimators in the presence of model misspecifi-
cations. Section 6 gives Monte Carlo simulation experiments. Section 7 presents 
an application of the model. Section 8 concludes. All proofs are relegated to the 
Appendix. 
2 The Model 
Assume Xt satisfies the following threshold autoregressive model with two threshold 
variables and four regimes: 
xt = j：时)(7。) + E + 叫， ( 1 ) 
where 
Here, we assume Pi = P2 P3 = P4 = P, where pi is the order in each regime, but 
this assumption can be relaxed easily by setting p = max(pi’p2’P3’P4)，and 沪 = 0 
when q> Pj, j = 1,2,3,4. 
®See Karpoff (1987), Lee and Swaininathan (2000). 
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7() = (7?’7?) is the threshold parameter vector pending to be estimated; Zt = 
{zu, Z2t) are the threshold variables; (?!>(力=((^f ), 力，...’ 力）are the structural 
parameters and (jp^ + 於⑴ when i + j. Note that some items in � may be 
zero.屯P) (7O) is the threshold condition, which equals one when some requirements 
are satisfied, and equals zero otherwise. Such a process partitions one-dimension 
Euclidean space into 2 x 2 regimes. In each regime, the model is an AR model. 
Since the two-dimension threshold space cannot be sorted by one variable, the model 
cannot be converted to a standard structural-change problem through the arranged 
regression approach proposed by Tsay (1998). 
Model (1) is a very general setting. The threshold variables Zi and Z2 could 
be variables external to the system or lagged values of Xt, for example, zi = Xt-d” 
and Z2 = Xt-di-"^  Thus, the model includes the self-exciting TAR (SETAR) model 
proposed by Tong (1983). When Zi = Z2, the model becomes the multivariate 
threshold model proposed by Tsay (1998). We can also allow certain restrictions on 
structural parameters so that the changes just occur in a subset of regimes, and then 
the model becomes a restricted model with two or three regimes. For example, set 
於(1) _ (^2) _ 於(3), the model will be simplified as a threshold model with two regimes. 
This is the case studied by Chong and Yan (2004) when there are only two threshold 
variables. 
The model could be rewritten as 
(/^ i) + ^^i^xt-i + +0�i)a:t-p + ut, when zu < 7?’ At < 72 
•、？ + (/)?xt-i + ( f ) 2 ^ X t - 2 , + ut, when Zu < 7?，勿 t > 7° 
Xt = •{ ‘ • 
(p!)3) + ^^^xt-i + ...’ +0工3)工i-p + Ut, when Zu > 7?’ 勿t < 72 
+ + (/)2^Xt-2,…’ + Ut, when zu > 7;)’ Z2t > 72 ‘ 
Given the observation data of {xt, Zt), t = 1,2, . . . ’ r , our objective is to estimate 
the threshold parameters 7。and the structural parameters (/>(") = ( < ^ 5 ) ) ， 力 ) . 
The model is linear within a regime but nonlinear across regimes. It can be estimated 
ill each regime using least squares method conditional on the threshold variables and 
the number of regimes. 
•di and d) are positive integers referred to aa the delay or threshold lag. 
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I 
Before proceeding to the estimation, we impose the following assumptions to en-
sure the consistency of estimators and the identification of unknown variables. 
(.41) All roots of the characteristic equation yP - ( j J { � - ( j J f ^ y " , -购、 = 0 ’ 
j = 1 ,2,3,4, lie strictly inside the unit circle; 
{A2) Ut is a white noise sequence with zero means and variance cr^ , and E \ut\^ < oo 
for all t\ 
1 T 1 
(A3) -Y^ixt-xf^aUnd^ E (xt-xf ^ {h - a)al Q < a < h < I-
t=i 丄 t=[ar]+l 
{AA) Denote rij as the number of the observations that are in the jth regime. 
Assume that 
^ 4 Cj in probability, for all i = 1,2,3,4. (2) 
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where Cj is a non-negative fraction and y^c,- 二 1. 
•7=1 
Assumptions (Al) to {A3) ensures that Xt be stationary in each regime and provide 
the moment condition for uniform convergence results. (yl4) states that observations 
fall into each regime with a certain probability. 
3 Least Squares Estimation 
In this section, we show the consistency of least squares estimators. Let 
工,=：^>?) (7。) + + 
3=1 i=l 
Let 
X = , 
V 1，工P，：工P-l’ …’ /(T-p)x(p+l) 
and 
/办。)=-g (7。) ’ 屯乾 1 (7。) ’ …， ( 7。 ) } . 
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Set y = {xT,XT-i,...,Xp+i)\ ft 二（0?)，<M))’."’(/>J;^ .))'，j 二 1,2，3’4，and 
U = (ut ,Ut-1, ...，Wp+i)'. 
Model (1) can be rewritten as the matrix form: 
Y = + (3) 
j=i 
Given 7 = (71,72)，the OLS estimator for pj is 
ft (7) = j = 1，2’ 3,4’ （4) 
where 
Ijh) = diag {屯？ (7)，妳丄i (7)，…，�"^i (7)}. 
The residual sum of squares is 
RSSrii) = 111；I j i rnxpj + U - 咖 X 百 j (7) ir, 
and 
7 = a r g m i n RSST ( 7 ) , (5) 
-yeCl 
where 0 = [71, tT] x 五 . 
The final structural estimators are then defined as 
ft (7) = (X'LJ(J)X)-'X'LJ(M J = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . (6) 
T h e o r e m 1 As T 00 and under assumptions A(l) to •A(4), we have 7 二 7° and 
ft. ( 7 ) ^ ft, M i - 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . 
Proof. See Appendix 1 • 
One can easily extend Theorem (1) to the restricted models in a similar vein. 
4 Inference 
4.1 Asymptot ic Joint Distribution of 71 and 72 
Hansen (2000) derives the limit distribution of the threshold estimator in a single 
threshold model. Chong and Yan (2004) obtain the joint distribution of the threshold 
7 
parameter vector for a two-regime threshold model with a similar method. In this 
section, we will derive the asymptotic approximation of the joint distribution of the 
least-squares estimator 7 for a four-regime M-TAR model under the assumption that 
the magnitude of change goes to zero at an appropriate rate. 
To make the notation clear, we rewrite Model (3) as: 
Y = + + (7) 
J=2 
where 
X 次 = /y(70)足 J = 1,2,3,4, 
and 
5 � = - i-2,3,4. 
For any 7, we define 
= J = 1,2,3,4. 
Observe that: = 0, if i j, and X'X?�= j = 1,2’ 3，4. 
Let Xi'^ = X岁、we have 
x = t x P = j:x�3�. 
j=i j=i 
The moment functioiials are defined as: 
M = E (X'X) , (8) 
MJ (7) = E ( X f X{力),J = 1,2,3,4, (9) 
D{^) = E{XtX[\zt = ^) , (10) 
V{^) = E{XtX[vi\zt = j ) , (11) 
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where Xt = {l,Xt-i,Xt-2,and t = p+l, p + 2, ...,T. 
Set D = D(7o)’ K = K(7o), D* = {D, D, D)' and = (V, V，V)'. 
In addition to the assumptions ^(1) to A{4), we make the following assumptions: 
(i45) Threshold variable Zt = (zu^ Z2t) is i.i.d and follows the joint distribution 
F(r). F{r) is continuous and differentiable with respect to both variables, /(r) 
denotes the joint density function of z and let f = /(7o); 
(>16) For all 7 e where Q = [71,71] x [72,^], E [\XtU\'\zt = j) < a and 
E (^\Xt\'^\zt = 7) < 6 for some a,6 < 00, and 0 < /(7) < / < cxd; 
(A7) /(7)’ D('Y) and are continuous at 7 = 7°; 
(48) S = ((^⑵‘，^ ⑶^‘’^ ⑷^‘)'二 cT"", 0 < a < I’ c is a constant vector;® 
(^9) cD*c > 0’ c'V*c > 0; 
(/llO) Mj(7) > 0 for all j e n, where n 二 [2i，7r] x j = 1,2,3,4. 





( C ) ( 如 > a, Z2t <b)^Fs (a, b)； 
丄t=i 1 T 
(d) (zit > a, Z2t >b)^F4 (a,b). 
丄t=i 
In the neighborhood of the true threshold value, we have the following expansions: 
Mi (7) = M, (7°) + (71 - 7?) DF^ + (72 — 72) DF^ +。⑴， (12) 
Mi (7?’ 72) =风(7。) + (72 - 72。) + 0(1)， (13) 
®Because of the superconsistency of the threshold estimator, the distribution of the threshold 
estimator will degenerate to the true value for any fixed magnitude of change. To generate a 
ineaiiingful distribution, the usual practice is to let the magnitude of change to go to zero at an 
appropriate rate. 
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Mi (71，72�) = M ( 7 � ) + (71 - 7?) DF^ + o(l), (14) 
w h e r e , 拉 = 权 = 
When /(7) is continuous at the 7 = 7。，we have, 
= Fl = -Fl = = FO = f g U o ； 
^ = 槐 = - 魄 = - 权 = = 
Theorem 2 Under the assumptions (Al) to (AlO), if Zi and z<i are independent, 
( 7 2 - T M ) 
= { r u h ) 
么 arg min + + ^ + ^ � 
-oo<7-i<oo,-oo<r2<oo y 2 Z / 
= a r g max f - ^ |ri| + M^ i (n) - ^ |r2| + W2 (ra)). 
-oo<ri<oo,-oo<r2<oo \ 2 丄 J 
where 
W{-r) if r < 0 
Wi{r) = 0 if r = 0 > , i = l ,2. 
W{r) if r > 0 
W(r) is a Brownian motion on [0, oo). 
Proof. See Appendix 2 • 
Theorem 2 extends the work of Chong and Yan (2004). Their model is a restricted 
model with two regimes, i.e. 52 = 5^  = 0. We could obtain their result from Theorem 
2 when c = (0,0’ 知)'. 
Although the scale is different,(产1,产2) follows the same distribution as that of 
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Chong and Yan (2004). Thus, the joint distribution has the same closed form. 
= I l U F - (aj) 
= 巧 = 1 a , + 5 / ， （15) 
\ ^ \ ^ J 
and the joint density function can be found as 
F{?UR2) ( � i ’ � 2 ) 
= ( 1 6 ) 
where $ (•) is the cdf of a standard normal distribution, and CLj > 0. 
In cases when some of the a) <0, we can replace those items in the above expres-
sion by F- (aj) = 1 - F- (-a).) and (%) = /p. (-%)• 
Next, we consider the hypothesis 
HO = 70. 
The Likelihood Ratio test of Hansen (1999, 2000) can be applied here. 
Define 
碑 ( 记 把 办 ( 1 7 ) 
Ho is rejected for large LRt (7?, 7°). 
Under the assumption that threshold variables are independent, we have 
LRT { I H ^ ) ( 1 8 ) 
where 
11 
max ( - | r i | + 2l^i(ri))， 
—oo<ri <00 




” = a V D ^ c " 
Since Ut is a white noise sequence, we have V* = a'^D*, i.e., = 
The distribution of & (z = 1,2) is 
= ( 1 - e - ” 2 , 
4 ( : r ) = ( l - e - * ” e - k 
Thus, 
Jo 
= + (19) 
The density function is given by 
/�(x) = (a; + 4) e-冗 + (x-4) e"^" (20) 
Chong and Yan (2004) calculate the asymptotic critical value table of ( from 
m = 2 to m = 10. When m = 2, the 95% critical value is 11.98. 
'•^ If we relax the assumption of white noise, the asymptotic distribution of LRt (71,72) will 
depend 0 1 1 the miisance parameter RF\ To get the final critical value of LRT ( 7 ? ， 7 幻 ， w e need to 
estimate 7产. 
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4.2 Testing Thresholds Effect: Model Selection Followed by Testing 
Consider the null hypothesis that Xt is linear versus the alternative hypothesis that 
it is a threshold model. This problem has attracted much attention in recent years, 
partly due to the difficulty that thresholds 7 are undefined under the null hypothesis. 
Hansen (1996) defines a likelihood ratio test as JT(I) = MAX^GRC^CS"^ 
and obtains its limiting distribution. The test considers the univariate case with two 
regimes and bootstrap method are used to obtain the critical value table. On the 
other hand, Petruccelli and Davis (1986) transform the problem into a standard test 
for break-point using the arranged regression approach. The test is quite general 
in that it does not require a prior specification of the threshold location. The cost, 
however, is that the power of the test is rather limited compared with that of the 
likelihood ratio tests. Besides, this method cannot be extended to the model with 
multiple threshold variables, where the arranged regression does not work. 
In this section, we will generalize the likelihood ratio test statistics of Hansen 
(1996) to the M-TAR model. 
As for model (7), the null hypothesis is: 
(於)） 
where 5 = ( J � . 
i沪)] 
The alternative is: 
/ / i : (5 0. 
The statistic is defined as: 
左 2 — \ 
鲁 • 衆 （ 2 1 ) 
where Q = [71,7!] x 
is the residual sum of squares under the null hypothesis, while is the 
residual sum of squares under the alternatives. The limiting distribution of Jt(7) 
typically depends on the unknown 7 and model specific moments and cannot be 
tabulated, thus the bootstrap method is used to calculate the critical values. 
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If the mill cannot be rejected, we conclude that there is no threshold effect for 
both threshold variables and the number of regimes is one. If the null hypothesis is 
rejected, we conclude that there is a threshold effect for at least one of the variables. 
However, we still need to estimate the number of regimes. The OLS estimation 
for the threshold variables is: 7 = argmin^en = arg max^eo JT(I)- Under the 
alternative hypothesis, 7 is consistent.丄。 
The following steps are for deciding the number of regimes. 
The first step is to test a three-regime model against a four-regime model. The 
hypothesis can be separated into the following sub-hypotheses: 
(/) ⑵ 二 0; 
(II) Ho : = 0; 
{III) Ho ： ⑷ = 0 ; 
{IV) Ho : �=J⑶； 
(V) 
(VI) Ho : � = � . 
The alternative is: 
Hi : the model is a four-regime model. 
Six related likelihood ratio tests could be defined specifically to test these hy-
potheses: 
孙 ) = ^ ^ W ^ ) ’ （） 
where o^qR) is the residual sum of squares under the null hypothesis, while (7) 
is the residual sum of squares under the alternatives. 
If the null is rejected for each sub-hypothesis, then we conclude that there are 
four regimes. As long as one of the hypotheses is accepted, there are less than four 
regimes and we go to the next step. 
The second step is to test a two-regime model against a three regime model. 
Based on the result of the first step, we still need to design three sub-hypotheses. 
lORefer to Theorem 3. 
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For illustration, assuming (/) Hq : ( ^ � = 0 is accepted in the first step, we should go 
on testing whether there is another shift between other regimes. 
The hypotheses are: 
{II)丑0 :沪）=<^(2) = 0; 
( I I I ) HO : ⑷ = ( ^⑵= 0； 
( \ / / ) / / o ： � = ⑷ ， ( ^ � = 0 . 
The alternative is : 
: = 0. 
JT(I) could be used to test the above three hypothese. If all of the null hypotheses 
are rejected, we conclude that the model is a three-regime model. As long as one 
null is accepted, we have to go to the next step to test the hypothesis of a one-regime 
model against a two-regime model. The number of regimes can be determined by 
this sequential procedure. 
Since the asymptotic distributions of the above likelihood ratio tests are non-
standard, we adopt the bootstrap method of Hansen (1999) to calculate the critical 
values. Firstly, the residuals under Hi will be used as the empirical distribution 
from which a sample of size T with replacement will be drawn and used to create a 
bootstraps sample under HQ. The regressors and threshold variables will be fixed in 
the repeated bootstrap samples. The structural parameters and threshold value will 
also be fixed at their estimated values under Hq. Repeating this procedure a large 
number of times and calculating the percentage of draws for which the simulated 
statistic exceeds the one obtained from the original sample, we get the bootstrapping 
p-value under HQ. The null will be rejected when the P"value is too small. Hansen 
(1999) has shown that the test is consistent. 
The consistency of the test in each step implies that the probability to reject the 
null under the alternative converges to 1. Thus, the under-estimation of the number 
of regimes can be solved in a large sample. The problem is the over-estimation of the 
t 
number of regimes, since there is always a chance of rejecting the null of no threshold 
effect even it is true. The number of regimes depends on the probability of detecting 
the shift changes successfully. In other words, it depends on the size of the test a. In 
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general, if there are 5 (s < 4 for two threshold variables) regimes, before the step to 
test s against 5 - 1 regimes, we should accept (4 — s) times of null and the probability 
for over-estimation is: 
P{s > s) a f (1 - ay-' = 1 - (1 - s (23) 
j=i 
and 
P(s = s) 1 - a - ay-' = (1 - a)'-'. (24) 
j=i 
The consistency of the s can be obtained if we let a to go to zero at a suitable rate, 
for example, let a = Therefore, we can find the number of regimes consistently 
through the sequential test. 
5 Modeling 
Identifying an adequate M-TAR model for a given data set involves selecting para-
meters such as threshold values, structural parameters and the order of AR model 
ill each regime. In some early applications, Tong and Lim (1980) and Tsay (1989) 
utilize the past experience and substantive information, such as the value of t-test or 
graph to determine the threshold location and the number of regimes. The method 
depends on subjective judgment. Recently, Tsay (1998) uses a grid search method 
to locate the threshold and select the order in each regime simultaneously by min-
imizing the sum of AIC for all regimes. He assumes the number of regime to be 
known. Moreover, the method could not obtain consistent threshold estimators and 
the computational workload is very huge when there are more than one threshold 
variable. 
In this section, we present a sequential modeling procedure for M-TAR model. 
The procedure not only can obtain consistent threshold estimators but also save the 
workload of computation compared with Tsay (1998)' s method. We first show the 
consistency of the least squares estimators in a misspecified threshold model. 
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5.1 Generic Consistency of the Threshold Estimators under Specification 
Errors 
As is well known, break-point estimators are still consistent in a structural change 
model with misspecification in the functional form of the regression equation (Chong, 
2003). Furthermore, the consistency can be guaranteed even when misspecifications 
in the functional form and the number of break changes are both present (Bai and 
Chong et al., 2004). The structural-change model can be considered as a special 
case of the threshold model by using time as the threshold variable. Reversely, the 
threshold model with a single threshold variable can be converted into a standard 
break-point model by re-indexing the threshold variable (Tsay, 1998). Thus, the 
result of the structural-change model can be extended to the threshold model. How-
ever, once the threshold model is allowed to have more than one threshold variable, 
the above transformation does not work. The related results of the threshold model 
with multiple threshold variables have yet to be developed. 
Consider a threshold model with two threshold variables and two regimes:u 
= /i(7�)FA + [/- + u. (25) 
The estimated model misspecifies the number of regimes and the functional form: 12 
i=l 
y is a T by 1 matrix with elements 队， i = 1,2, ...’T. 
F is a T by P matrix with the {t,p)th element fp(xtp), where fp{.) is a real value 
function. Note that F could be the lag values of Y, thus the model includes time 
series models. 
G is a T by L matrix with the {tj)th element fi{xti), where //(.) is a real value 
function. 
UThc model can be extended to a model with three regimes. 
12Note that the estimated model is a full model so that the assumed number of regimes is larger 
or equal than the actual number of regimes, but this condition is not a necessary condition for the 
consistency of the threshold estimators. 
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Let Qf f and Qgg be positive definite and non-stochastic matrices, which are defined 
as the covariance matrices of F and G respectively. Let QFG be a non-stochastic 
matrix defined as the covariance matrix between F and G, We need to assume that 
QOA^L - P2) ^ 0 , 
C/ is a T by 1 matrix with elements Ut, where Ut is i.i.d. with zero means and 
variance cr^ , and finite forth order moment. 
Given the threshold values 7，the OLS estimators for (3 can be written as 
UL) = {G'II{L)GY'G' 
The residual sum of squares is: 
RSST (7) ={Y-JL Ii(l)Gdi{l)\ (V - E / i ( 7 )雄 ( 7 ) ) , V i=l / \ i=l / 
and the threshold estimators can be defined as 
7 = argmmi?S^ST(7), 
where O = [71,71] x [12,12]-
Theorem 3 In a misspecified threshold model, if Qgf((3i —�2) + 0, then under Hi : 
Pi 7 -
Proof. See Appendix 3. • 
Theorem 3 can be extended to an M-TAR model with misspecifications in the 
number of regimes and the order in each regime. 
^^The condition is necessary for the result. Otherwise, we will fail to detect the threshold effect. 
We refer to this problem as the "wiping effect" caused by the misspecification. The probability of 
the failure depends on the degree of the misspecification. For example, the probability equals one 
when cov{G, F) = 0. Generally, if G contains less information about F , the probability will be 
larger. In turn, if G includes all of the variables undergoing threshold change, and there exists a 
nonzero correlation between at least one pair of functional forms, then this failure will not happen. 
However, since both G and F are functions of X, the chance that {P1-P2) is the solution of equation 
QgfX = 0 is very small. Therefore, the assumption is easily satisfied. 
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Consider an M-TAR model with two regimes: 
^ = /1(7�)X(T-P)X(P+1)风 + [/-/I(7')1^(T-P)X(P+I)/?2 + U、 (26) 
where I is an identity matrix, and 
/i(70) = diag {^'T (7。) ’ ^ t - 2 (7。)，…’屯p+i (7。)}， 
/ 1 \ 丄，a ; T _ i ’ XT-2,---^T-P 
V , � ‘ V XT-3,--^T-P-I 
^ = •••^^p+l)(T-p)xl ‘ ^(T-p)x(p+l)= 
V 1，工P’ 工P-1,…工 1 / (T-p)x(p+l) 
and -^'t (7) = I {ZU < 71, Z^T < 72) is an indicator function. 
The estimated model is misspecified as 
BO 八 
Y = [/I(7),/2(7),/3(7),/4(7)]^(R-.)X(,+I) • . +1^’ (27) 
UJ 
/“7) = diag {妳)(7)，妳丄i (7),…’屯忠(7)}, 
where X^T-(])X{Q+i) is defined as same as X^T-P)X{P+I) and p ^ q. The estimated 
model has misspecifications in the number of regimes and the order in each regime. 
Qpp and Qqq are positive definite and non-stochastic matrices, which are de-
fined as the covariance matrix of X^T-p)x{p+i) and X(^ T-q)x(q+i) respectively. Qpqis 
a non-stochastic matrix defined as the covariance matrix between X^T-p)x{p+i) and 
X^T-q)x{q+i)- We assume that Qpq(j3i - ^2) 0 if A ^ 
Given the threshold value 7，the OLS estimators for can be written as 
反(7) = X ( 7 ) X ( T - g ) X (g+l)) 
The residual sum of squares is 
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R S S t (7) = ( y - I ： 奶 ) 如 • ( 计 1 ) 妬 ) ) ( V - E / i ( 7 ) 知•(什 1)反(7)), 
\ i=l / \ i=l / 
and the threshold estimators are defined as 
7 = a r g m i n RSSRI'Y)， 
where Q = (71, tT] x b^，对 
Corollary A In a misspecified threshold AR model, if Qpq{(5\ — P2) — 0, then under 
7 - 7°. 
Proof . Ill the proof of Theorem 3, we just need to let fi{xt) = Qjioct) 二 cct for any 
i and j. F is a (T - p) x (p + 1) matrix and G is a (T - g) x (g + 1) matrix. This 
completes the proof of the Corollary. • 
5.2 Model ing Procedure 
We now discuss the modeling procedure. 
Step 1: We first estimate an M-TAR model 
4 
= E W o +/§il工 "^l)屯S')(7) + St， 
i=l 
and get = argmin^en RSST{I), where Q = [71,71) x b^,节 1. 
Step 2: perform the sequential likelihood ratio test described in Section 4.2 to 
determine the number of regimes. 
S t e p 3: based on the threshold values and the number of regimes derived from 
Step 1 and Step 2, use AIC rules to select the order in each regime. 
In our case, 
AICi{pi) = rii ln[i?55,(7T)/nd + + 1)， （28) 
i4Tlie AIC ha^ j been used in the literature to select threshold aiitoregressive models (see Tsay 
1998). Given some conditions, AIC is asymptotically equivalent to selecting the model that has the 
smallest generalized residual variance using the conditional least squares method. 
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rii ： the number of the observations in the ith regime; 
Pi : the order of the model in the ith regime; 
RSSii^r) ‘ the residual sum of squares in the ith regime. 
Define the order estimator as 
= (29) 
Here we use 10 as the maximum order considered in the model.^ ^ 
The AIC for the whole model can be written as 
N A I C = Y^AICi(vi)lT, (30) 
i=l 
T is the number of effective observations and s is the number of regimes. 
Step 4: use the model obtained from Step 3 to refine the threshold values. 
6 M o n t e Carlo Simulations ‘ 
III this section, Monte Carlo simulations will be performed to demonstrate the above 
results. All simulations are done by R-Language programs, which are available from 
the authors upon request. 
Experiment A: 
In this experiment, we will show the consistent estimation for threshold models 
with various kinds of misspecifications. The cases with dependent threshold variables 
are also included. 
Sample size: T = 200; 
Number of replications: N = 500; 
et �卵，1) , St ~ 释,1), � 释 ’ 1). 
We simulate three data generating processes: 
DGP 1: yt = x l l {zu < 0 or Z2t < 0) - 2xll{zu > 0 and Z2t > 0) + e � w h e r e 
� t / (0 ,10) ; 
^^This value depends on the requirement in practice. 
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DGP 2-.Xt = {0.3xt-i+0.3xt-2)I{zu < 0 or zst < 0)+(-0.3a;<_i-0.3a;f_2)/(2;if > 0 
and Z2t > 0) + et\ 
DGP 2>:xt = 0.3xt_i/(2it < 0 or Z2t < 0) - 0.3a;t_i/(zit > 0 and Z2t > 0) + e^ , 
Three misspecified models are estimated respectively: 
Model = 亡 知 ⑷ ” + 
i=l 
4 
Model B: xt = + et. 
i=i 
4 
Model C: = + 卜2)屯?)(7) + 这t. 
i=l 
The estimation results are shown in Table 1: 
Table 1 The Estimated Result for Experiment A 
D G P Estimated Model Z2t 7i Var(^i) 72 Var{^2) 
1 A yv(0,1) 0.001 0.0004 0.001 0.0003 
1 A Zit + £t -0.002 0.0003 0.002 0.0001 
2 B 1) 0.005 0.0300 -0.001 0.026 
2 B zit + £t -0.004 0.0310 -0.003 0.029 
3 C A^(0,1) -0.001 0.0250 一 0.006 0.034 
3 C zit + et -0.006 0.0310 0.002 0.032 
Table 1 shows that the estimators are consistent under the existence of various 
misspecifications. 
Experiment B: 
This experiment shows the performance of the modeling procedures. 
DGP is a three-regime threshold autoregressive model: 
Xt 二 工t-i + P2Xt-2 - + Pi'^xt-2)l{zit < 7? and Z2t < 7?) + + 
> 7? and Z2t > 7?) + e^ , 
where Zu � 1 ) , et 〜A^(0’ 1), Z2t = Zu + £f； 
= 0.4,成” = = 0.8, 42) = tf) = 0.4，and 7? = 72 二 
Sample size T = 1000. 
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Step 1: locate the threshold variables by the OLS method. We estimate a 
full threshold autoregressive model with AR(1) in each regime. Let q � denote the 
{j/N)th quantile of the range (7,7). Here, we set N = 100, and (7,7) = (—0.5’ 0.5). 
The estimated results are 7° = —0.03 and = 0.01，which are very close to the 
true values. 
Step 2: use the likelihood ratio tests described in Section 4.2 to choose the 
appropriate number of regimes. 
Table 2(a) shows the results for a three-regime model against a four-regime model; 
Table 2(b) shows the result for a two-regime model against a three-regime model; 
Table 2(a) The result for a three-regime model against a four-regime 
model 
i/i : s = 4 
HO： s = 3 HQ： s = 3 
( 如 = 0 ) {62 = SS) 
JT{I) 81.39 1.13 
p-value 0.00 0.975 
Table 2(b) The result for a two-regime model against a three-regime 
model 
Hi： s = 3(62 = S3) 
HQ\S = 2 HQ : s = 2 Ho :s = 2 
fe 二 0) {S4 = SS) {64 == 0) 
Jt(7) 112.05 77.07 45.6 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.00 
The results indicate that the model with three regimes best fits the data. 
Step 3: based on the results from Step 1 and Step 2，AIC rules are applied here 
to obtain the order in each regime. The results are indicated in Table 3. 
Table 3 The AIC in each regime 
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Order AIC{pi) AIC{p2) AlCips) 
1 77.27 28.93 22.36 
2 40.09 18.93 -37.44 
3 41.79 20.03 -39.37 
4 43.78 22.01 一 41.71 
5 45.19 23.45 -40.61 
6 47.18 24.13 -38.82 
7 47.88 26.12 -36.96 
8 50.39 28.11 -35.06 
9 52.58 28.08 -32.98 
10 55.25 26.5 一 31.97 
Take pi as 
Pi = arg min [AICi(pi)]. (31) 
l<Pi<10 
The estimated results are: 
-0.04 - 0.37a:卜1 一 0.39工卜2 when Zu < 7? or Z2t < 7? 
Xt = 0.09 + 0.43a;(_i + 0.43x(_2 - 0.09;rt一3 + 0.09:r卜4 when zu > 7? and Z2t > T? > 
-0.07 + 0.093；卜 1 + 0.14a;t_2, otherwise 
Step 4: use the model obtained from Step 3 to refine the thresholds' value. 
The final result are = —0.01 and 7° = 0. 
7 Empirical Application in the Financial Market 
It is a belief in the market that the behavior of stock price is consistent with a 
nonlinear data-generating process. A growing body of studies on single threshold 
variable model has been proposed to describe and explain the nonlinearity found in 
the stock price series. For example, Tong (1983) uses the STAR model to fit the IBM 
stock price. Li and Lam (1995) investigate the asymmetric behavior of stock prices 
in bear and bull markets by using a threshold type ARCH model. Recently Shively 
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(2003) employs a three-regime threshold random-walk model to fit the daily data of 
CAC(40)i6, dAX(30)i7 and other indices. 
Ill this section, we apply the M-TAR model to Hang Seng Index (HSI), with 
the past values of price and turnover as threshold variables. To the best of our 
knowledge, it is the first study using the turnover as a threshold variable. Turnover 
is used an it provides insight into the structure of market. It is an adage on Wall 
Street that turnover is relatively heavy in a bull market and light in a bear market. 
Such asymmetry in the volume relationship is well-known (for example, Karpoff, 
1987). Secondly, price changes are usually interpreted as the market evaluation of 
new information, while the corresponding turnover is considered as an indicator of 
the extent to which investors agree with the information. For example, a huge rise 
in price with a small turnover is usually not a reliable indicator to predict the future 
boom of the market. 
The two threshold variables are defined as. 
PMA20t ,州 她 = (32) 
二 麗 2 0 力 ， (33) 
t VMA2b0t 
where PM A250t and VMA250t are average price and turnover for past 250 trading 
days, while PM>120f and VMA20t are average price and turnover for past 20 days. 
The 250-day average line of price is usually considered as the boundary between a 
bull and a bear market by many investors. The 20-day average lines are used here to 
smooth variables. When PMA20t is above PMA250t, i.e., Rapt > 1, then we define 
the market as a bull market. Otherwise, it is a bear market. 
The threshold model can be written as 
Xt = Y：补）(7。)（0?) + 小、N-i + 工 t - 2 ’ ， + (34) 
i(;The stock index of France. 
i7The stock index of Germany. 
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where 
巾S” (7O) 二 1 {Rapt < 7?, Ravt < 75), 
少P) (70) = I {Rapt < 7?，Ravt > 72。）， 
= � 7 ? , RAVT < 7 $ ) , 
(7") = /(i?ap,>7f, RAVT > 1^2) • 
7.1 Data Description 
The data set is the daily return series of the non-dividend Hang Seng Index (HSI) 
from Jun. 3rd 1995 to Jan. 13th 2005.^ ® HSI is a weighted average index of blue 
chips' prices in the Hong Kong stock market. The return series is defined as the 
log-difference of the index. The turnover series is the daily turnover of the whole 
m a r k e t . There are about 2500 observations in the sample. Since the first 250 data 
are used to calculate the moving average line, the number of the effective observations 
is about 2250. 
Figure 1 and Figure 2 show the data and their moving average lines. 
FIGURE 1 HERE 
FIGURE 2 HERE 
Figure 3 shows the two threshold variables Rapt and Ravt-
FIGURE 3 HERE 
7.2 Est imated Results 
In this section, we will use the modeling procedure described in Section 5.2 to estimate 
the model. 
i®The daily turnover of the market is only available from Jun. 1995 in CEIC database. 
principle, we should use the turnover of blue chips here, but it is not available in the CEIC 
databa.se. We thus take the turnover of the whole market as an instrument variable of the turnover 
of blue chips. 
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The estimated threshold values of Step 1 are: %ap = 0.96 and %av = 1-14, which 
are very close to one. 
We apply the sequential likelihood ratio test described in Section 4.2 to decide the 
number of regimes. The test results are shown in Table 4. 
Table 4 The likelihood ratio test result 
HI:S = 4： 
HQ:S = 3 HO: S = 3 HQ： s = 3 HQ： s = 3 HQ： s = 3 HQ： s = 3 
(、 = 0) {6,= 6,) {6,= 0) {6,= 0) '{^2=、） （、二 知） 
J t (7) 102.5 67.83 16.03 16.78 99.68 24.93 
p-value 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.025 
The results indicate the four-regime model best fits the return series. 
Table 5 shows the final estimated result and the threshold estimations are refined 
to be: 7 = (0.98, 1.14) 
Table 5 The est imated threshold model for the return series of Hang 
Seng Index 
Mode l The model parameters 
Pt= - 0 . 0 0 0 2 + 0 . 0 6 7 p ^ _ i - 0 . 0 7 4 p i _ 2 + 0 . 0 4 7 p ^ _ 3 - 0 . 0 0 8 p ^ _ 4 
- 0 . 0 8 2 p 卜 5 , if Rapt< 0.98 and Ravt< 1.14; 
Pt= 0.002 - 0.47pi_i-0.091pt_2+0.077pt_3-0.302p^_4 
Four-regime -0.365p^_5-0.25%_6-0.125pt_7, if Rapt< 0.98 and Ravt> 1.14; 
Pt= -0.0001 + 0.019p卜 1 , if Rapt> 0.98 and Ravt< 1.14 
Pt= 0.0006 + 0.196pt_i-0.178pi_2+0.088pt_3, 
i f Rapi> 0 . 9 8 a n d Ravt> 1 . 1 4 
To see the adequacy of the model, we consider the hypothesis that whether the 
residual is white noise or not. Figure 4 shows the residual for the model and Figure 
5 indicates the PACF and A C F respectively. 
FIGURE 4 HERE 
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F I G U R E 5 H E R E 
Table 6 shows the exact values of ACF and PACF and Ljung-Box Q-statistics: 
Table 6 A C F and PACF of residuals 
Autocorre lat ion Functions (ACF) 
Lag 1 : 0.0024 0.0199 0.0251 0.0002 0.0076 0.0306 
7 : 0.0113 -0.0005 0.0190 0.0300 0.0102 0.0108 
13 : 0.0364 0.0019 0.0273 -0.008 0.0023 -0.006 
19 : -0.011 0.0402 -0.011 0.0050 0.0027 -0.024 
Partial Autocorrelat ion Functions (PACF) 
Lag 1 : 0.0024 0.0199 0.0250 -0.0002 0.0066 0.0300 
7 : 0.0109 -0.002 0.0172 0.0295 0.0091 0.0077 
13 : 0.0341 0.0009 0.0242 -0.012 0.0002 —0.009 
19 : -0.014 0.0383 -0.012 0.0024 -0.0005 -0.025 
Ljung-Box Q-Statistics 
Q(8) = 4.610. Significance Level 0.7982 
Q(16) = 12.386. Significance Level 0.7169 
g(24) = 17.892. Significance Level 0.8081 
III both tables and figures, the four-regime model appears adequate since there 
is no significant Q value being found. Both PACF and ACF fail to reject the null 
hypotheses at the 5-percent significance level. The results show that the residuals 
are white noises. 
Our estimated results indicate the return series should be separated into four 
regimes. This conclusion is consistent with several previous studies of stock market. 
Granville (1965) divides the market index process into four regimes depending on 
the On Balance Volume (OBV) and the past price; Lee and Swaminathan (2000) 
classify stocks into four categories according to the trading volume and the price 
performance. 
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Based on this result, a four-regime cycle could be designed to explain the nonlin-
earity of the return series: 
R e g i m e I: the first stage of the bull market. Both Rap and Rav are above their 
thresholds. In this regime, price usually rises very quickly and trading volume is very 
large. 
R e g i m e II: the second stage of the bull market. Rap is still above its threshold 
but Rav drops to the level below its threshold. A small turnover implies that the 
ascending momentum is slowing down and the end of the bull market is coming. 
R e g i m e III: the first stage of the bear market. Rap is below its threshold but 
Rav rises to the level above the threshold. A large turnover implies a large descending 
momentum as more investors sell their stocks. The market drops dramatically in this 
regime. 
R e g i m e IV: the second stage of the bear market. Rap is still below its threshold 
and Rav falls to the level under the threshold. A small turnover indicates that selling-
pressure decreases compared with the first stage of the bear market. The market 
starts to recover. 
Figure 6 illustrates some of the more salient features of our empirical findings. 
F I G U R E 6 H E R E 
i 
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Table 7 indicates the regimes distribution of Hang Seng Index from Jim. 1995 to 
Jan.2005. 
Table 7 The Regimes Distribution for Hang Seng Index from Jun. 1996 
to Jan. 2005 
Period Regime Period Regime 
(10/06/96,24/09/96) R I I (12/10/01,11/06/01) R I V 
(25/09/96,9/10/97) R I (12/06/01’ 26/06/01) R III 
(13/10/97,24/10/97) R I I (27/06/01,5/05/02) R I V 
(28/10/97,19/11/97) R III (8/05/02’5/0(3/02) R I 
(20/10/97,3/11/98) R I V (6/06/02,28/06/02) R I I 
(4/11/98,27/11/98) R I (2/07/02,28/04/03) R I V 
(30/11/98，16/04/99) R II (29/04/03，11/06/03) R III 
(19/04/99,2/06/99) R I (12/06/03,8/04/04) R I 
(3/06/99’ 22/06/99) R I I (9/04/04，4/01/05) R I I 
(23/06/99,7/04/00) R I (5/01/05, 13/01/05) R I 
(10/04/00’ 11/10/00) R I I 
From Table 7, we could find a complete cycle from Sep. 1996 to Nov. 1998. 
Meanwhile, there are two cycles during Jim. 1999 and Jun. 2003. The average 
length for a cycle is two years. 
8 Conclusion 
Threshold autoregressive models capture the nonlinear properties of a time series and 
can be widely applied to model economic time series. Traditional TAR models only 
allow for a single threshold variable. This thesis examines a new kind of threshold 
autoregressive model that allows multiple threshold variables. Different from the 
work of Chong and Yan (2004), we set the number of threshold variables to two but 
leave the mimber of regimes unknown. Two threshold variables can split the sample 
into four categories at most. We refer to the threshold model as the full model when 
shifts occur among all of the categories. Certain restrictions on structural parameters 
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are allowed so that changes just occur in a subset of regimes, and then the model 
becomes a restricted model, with just two regimes or three regimes. 
The theoretical contributions of this thesis are twofold. First, we investigate the 
statistical properties of the OLS estimators and derive their asymptotic distribution. 
In a full model, it is shown that, under some regular conditions, the least squares 
threshold estimators are strongly consistent. With a similar approach used by Hansen 
(2000) and Chong and Yan (2004)，we have derived the asymptotic approximation 
to the joint distribution of the least-squares estimator 7 of the threshold parameter 
vector 7. The distribution has a similar form as that of Chong and Yan (2004) but 
with a different scale. In particular, for the case where thresholds are independent, 
the joint asymptotic distribution of the thresholds estimator 7 is a combination of 
the distribution functions of a single threshold model. A likelihood ratio test is also 
designed to detect the threshold effect and choose the specific model. Second, we 
suggest an applicable modeling procedure based on the consistent estimators for a 
misspecified threshold model. The sequential model-building procedure consists of 
four steps, with AIC being used to decide the order of the model. The procedure 
not only saves the workload of computation in empirical studies, but also obtains 
/ 
consistent threshold estimators. Monte Carlo simulations are presented to highlight 
the performance of the modeling procedure and the test in the finite-sample case. 
We apply our model to the return series of Hang Seng Index. The model uses past 
values of price and turnover as threshold variables. To the best of our knowledge, 
this work is the first one to examine the return series by using turnover as a threshold 
variable. Many threshold models have been applied to study the behavior of the 
return series, but they only take the lag value of the return as the single threshold 
variable and neglect the role of the turnover. Empirical studies have shown that 
turnover has a close relation with the return series and is helpful to classify the market 
structure. Therefore, our model reflects more information than previous studies by 
incorporating turnover into the model as a threshold variable. The model detects a 
threshold effect in the return series and suggests a four-regime cycle which provides 
a possible explanation to the nonlinearity of the series. 
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An interesting extension of our model is to allow each threshold variable to have 
more than one threshold. This model can deal with more general cases in reality and 
has a wider application. However, it is beyond the scope of this thesis and left for 
further research. 
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A P P E N D I X 1: Proof of Theorem 1 
The true threshold model is: 
j = i 
The estimated model is: 
j=i 
where 
Ijil) = diag {屯？ (7) ’ 妳丄 1 ( 7 )，…, ( 7 ) } 
and 
中 亡 ⑴ = < 7 2 ) ； 
中 [ 2 ) { l ) = I { z u < l l . Z 2 t > l 2 ) \ 
少 P ) {L)=I(ZU>LUZ2I<L2)\ 
The residual sum of squares is defined as: 
k^RSSril) = + u - Eti 了 制 2 
i=l 
Li=l 」 
E - Ii{'Y)X^i) + 糾'u. 
i=l 
For any 7, we can define the following moment functionals: 
M,(7) - i = 1,2,3,4. 
Next, we prove that RSST{I) is minimized if and only if 7 = by partitioning 
the threshold space into four regions. 
Case 1: 7i < 7?’ and 72 < 7° 
/i(7)/i(7。）= /i(7)’ 
/3(7)/I(7G) = /I (7? ,72)-/I(7) , 
36 
= /i(7。）+ /i(7) - /I(7?’72) - /i(7I’72°). 
We have 
Ul) = {x' h{i)Y = (X'Ji(7)�-iX'/i(7)[gM7�)XA + u] 
Ml) = {X'h[i)X)-'X'h{l)Y = {X' + U] 
& ( 7 ) = (X'l.MX)-'X'lsMV = (X'l3(j)X)-'X'ls(j) + u 
^ (卢1 — 聞 + -卢2) + 知 
Ul) = {X'h{j)X)-'X'h{j)Y 
= + (/- I 繞 Xlh + U] 
P^ M4(7。）- M4(7?,72) - M4(7I,72°) + 恥(7)(卢丄 _ “？) + " � + 
(〜一如+—M^w—(伪_間 
and we can get 
^RSSril) = E t i + -
2 E 二 1 E ; = 1 P'iX'ii{rf)ij{n)x 百j + — + 0,(1) 
= E L i 舰 作 - Z L 
M l ( 7 ) A + (M2(7) - M2(7I,7?))& + [财3(7) “ ^3(7?’72)]& ] , , … 
^ iPi — P2) 
_ + [ M 4 ( / ) - M4(7?，72) - M4(7I,72°) + ^4(7)1/^4 
- [ M 3 ( 7 f , 7 2 ) & ( 7 ) + (•^4(7?，72) - M4(7�))&(7)] ' (^ 3 — 
- M i ( 7 ) & + (M2(7) - M2[lulim + [^3(7) - M3(7?,72)1^3+ ] … 
八 [Pi - P2) 
_ [M4(7。）- M4(7?，72) - M4(7I，72°) + 
- [ M 3 ( 7 f , 7 2 ) & ( 7 ) + (M4(7?’72) - M4(7�))&(7)] ' " P2)-
_ (伪 -伪） (M4(7°) - M4(7?’72) - M4(7I,7S) + ^4(7))^ (仇— 
- • 
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. ( O 们 ' [ M � 0 � ( M 4 ( 7 ?， 7 2 ) - M 4 ( 7 ° ) ) 2 ( M 3 ( 7 ? ’ 7 2 ) ) 2 ] 
+ - 間[M3(7 ) ^ (爲一々2) 
Uh - P2)' | M 4 ( 7 ° ) - (二力。1)2"! iP, - P2) + 0,(1) = ( A - P2)'Qi(PI - P2) 
- P2)'Q2(P-s - P2) + {PA - _3明4 - p2) + Op(l) 二 6I(7) + + 0,(1) 
for any 71 < 7 ? , and 72 <75，using following results: 
h{i) - Hiinl) < hii). 
/3(7)-/3(7?，72)</3(7)， 
/4(7。）- h{lll2) - /4(7 i,7?) + h{l) < /4(7)’ 
M 7 ( ) ) < / 4 ( 7 ) , 
/4(7?，72)-/4(70)</4(7)’ 
/3(7?，72)</3(7)’ 
we can prove that Qi, Q2 and Q3 are positive definite matrices, thus.61 (7) > 
(Y)) — 0, and the equation holds if and only if 7 = 7°. 
Case 2: 71 > 7°, and 72 <75，we have 
U l ) = =l ( X ' / i ( 7 W - 1 竹 ( 7 ) [ f > ( 7 0 ) 雄 + U] 
— M^) ("3 - 风 ) + "1’ 
& ( 7 ) = {X'h{'y)X)-'X'l2i'y)Y = { X ' + U] 
P M2(7。）- M2(7?,72)-似2(71，72。）+ M 2 ( 7 ) , � . � ^ , r W 
4 M ^ (饭—风 ) + & + - A H 
— _ — ( " ) ’ 4 
Ul) = {X'h{^)X)-'X'h{n)Y = (X'/3(7)X)-iX%(7)[g/i(7�)XA + u] 
二（/?3-A) + � i ; ‘ 
& ( 7 ) = {X'h{^)X)-'X'h(^)Y =(义'/4(7)幻-1义'/4(7)[/1(7。)义/^1+(7 - 卢 2+ 
U\ 
— M , ( 7 ) (风“风） + m^) (卢3 - A ) + A , 
and 
^RssTin) = — + E 二 1 { / m 柳 i + p r n m ) -
2 z L i E U ^'i^'imnwj+0,(1) 
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二 E L , M D R M - i t i M M . -
厂 / 
+ (71/,(7) - M(7?,72m + 1^4(7) - M4(7i,72V1&+ 明—幻 
[M2(7«) - M2(7f,72) - M2(7I, 7?) + M ^ i i m ] ‘ ‘ 
- [ ^ 4 ( 7 1 ’ 72�)爲(7) + (M2(7I，72�) — ^2(7� ) )&(7)] ' ("4 _ M - &(7)'^^2(7�)("2 -
. M 3 ( 力 - M 3 ( 7 ) - ( 恥 W - 一 (M4(7)-M4(7i,72"))^ -
二（伪—伪)， (M.(7°) - M , ( j f S - M2(7I，72�) + (炼— 
- M2(7) -
A ) 
[(^4(7 ) - —^ 雨、 
W 2 - W M2(7�) - (:(二 )))2 (/52 - A) + CT^  + Op(l) = (^ 3 - " A) 
+ ( 风 - - A ) - - PI) + — + O p ⑴ = W o O + — + O,{I). 
for any 71 > 7?, and 72 < 72, using following results: 
/2(7()) - /2(7?’72) - h i i m l ) + /2(7) < /2(7), 
h i l ' ) < /2(7), 
we can prove that Q4’ Q^ and QQ are positive definite matrices, thus 62(7) > 
心 2 ( 7 。 ） = = 0 for any 71 > 7 ? ’ and 7 2 < 72-
Since Case 3 and Case 4 are mirror images of the Case 2 and Case 1，we can use 
similar method to prove that 
17?55t(7) = bi(i) + Op{l) and 6^(7) > 6^(7°) 二 0 in both cases. 
Define a non-stochastic function 6(7) as 6^(7) in the ith case, then 
1 
6 ( 7 ) is minimized if and only if 7 = 7°, so RSST (7) is minimized at the true 
thresholds and 7 are consistent. 
The proof for the consistency of the structural parameters y0j(7) is easily obtained. 
A P P E N D I X 2: Proof of Theorem 2 
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To derive the limiting distribution of 7 for shrinking break, we let 6 = cT—", 
0 < a < c is a constant vector. 
7 = a r g m i n RSST (7) = a r g m i n \RSST (7) - RSST M . -yeil 7651 L \ / -I 
where Q = [71, tT) x 
The model is: 
J = 2 
The modeJ can be rewritten as; 
j=2 
4 
Define X q = ^ and X � � = X决 . 
3=2 
4 
For any 7，define = ^ X各力 
Let 尿 = A ( 7 ) , 跃 = 沪 = 护 ( 7 ) and 玲 ) = 护 ( / ) • 
u 
In the neighborhood of the true thresholds, where 71 = 7? + 72 二 7? + 
w e h a v e 
A 二 (X5”'X5I))-IXJI)'Y = {X'X — (X — X,)'Y' 
j=2 
[x'X 
When 7 equals the true value, 
A (7。）= {X'X - X^XO)-' {X - X o ) ' r 
= + {X'X — XL^XO)-' {X - XO)' U. 
Then 
A(7)-氛(7。) = E {X'X — 1 (对 ) ' 对 ) - 炉对 ) ) > _ ) 
j=2 
+ [x'x — X'^X^){X - X^y U - {X'X - X'M-' {X - Xo)' u 
=亡{X'X — (X『X(OJ、— XF ⑴ - X^X.Y {XO — X,)'U+ 
j = 2 
Op ( ‘ ） 
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二 OP ( F ^ ) ’ 
and 
和)(7) 二 -1 X \ j � ' Y = - 1 X ' 例 1 + XoJ + U) 
= O P ( T ^ ) • 
Thus, 
仏 fey. 
We also have 
欢 ) - J � = 
/ 4 \ ‘ / 4 \ 
RSST ( 7 ) 一 RSST (7O) = [Y-XPI-F；^ X神 J、IY-XPI-J2 X J力沪）— 
\ •7=2 ) \ •？=2 ) 
RSST (70) , 
二 f x a + E ；^f)沪))+ + x p ) 沪 ) ) + xp护_)) 一 
\ J=2 ) \ •7=2 j \ j=2 J 
RSST ( 7 ( ) ) , 
= _ 2 ( X A + 亡Xo�V力 + u] 街 ) + E 对 ) 沪 ' ) - E X 愧 ) � 
\ J=2 J \ 3=2 j-2 J 
( 4 , . � � ' / 4 . .A 
+ + U A + E X押 i \ J=2 /^ V J=2 J ‘ 
— ( X 两 + E 对 。 於 ' ( 讀 + E XRSF 
\ J \ , / 
=_2 ( X A + f 对 )抑 + f亡X夕⑴- f义。⑴於))+ 
\ J=2 ) \3=2 3=2 ) 
f^A + EX�神、+ X街 + 1 力 玲 ) ) [ x A + j： A卞)沪_) - X所—E 於 ) ) + 
\ j=2 j=2 j \ 3=2 i=2 ) 
Ov(l) 
= -2U' ( f X{力沪一亡 X愧))� 
V=2 j=2 ) 
+ (亡 X 神 力 - f X视_))' ( f 沪 . ) -⑴於 ) ) + 0 , ( 1 ) 
\J=2 3=2 ) \j=2 j=2 J 
Define X； = X^''^) and S = ((^⑵，（5�，�)=cT-^,0 < a < c is a 
constant vector, then 
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RSST ( 7 ) - RSST (7。）= -2U'{X； - + ({X； - X*)6)' ({X； - X o * ) � + O p ( l ) 
=-2U'(X； 一 柳 + S' {X； - X^)' (X；-劝⑴ + 0 , ( 1 ) 
=-2U'iX； - + c ' (X； - X^)' (X； - X^) c T - 2 " + Op{l). 
Now, using the expansion of the moment functionals: 
MI (7) = MI (7°) + (71 - 7?) DF^ + (72 - 72) DF;2 + � � ’ 
风 ( 7 ? ’ 72) = M, ( 7 � ) + (72 - i f ) DF各 + 0(1), 
Mi (71,72�) = M ( 7 � ) + (71 - 7?) + 0(1)， 
where, F ,^ = ^ ^ o , F ,^ = 
and from the assumption that / ( 7 ) is continuous at the 7 = 7。，we have 
= FL = = = = 
= FS, = -FL, = = F!=微”。, 
where F(7) is the joint distribution function and / ( 7 ) is the joint density function. 
Let D* = (D', D\ D')' and K* = (V\ V', V')'. 
We can prove that 
1 I 
{x； - X；)' {x； - X*) ^ | 7 i - + 172 - ll\D*Fl 
RSST {I)-RSST (7。）= {X； - X^)' [X； 一 X^) + 
=cD*c\v\F^ — 2cBi (v) + cD*c |a;| F^ - 2cB2 (co) ’ 
where Bi (v) is a vector Brownian motion with covariance matrix E (BI (1)历（1) ')= 
and B2 (cj) is a vector Brownian motion with covariance matrix E [B2 (1) B2 ( 1 ) ' ) = 





“ = [ d D ^ c f F t -
Thus, 
RSSt{i)-RSST{I') 
D c V * C | I � ‘ , � c ' l / * c , , �^ R W C , � 
= - 7 — ri - 2 — — — = B x M + -TTT- W - 2 7=c'B2 
We have 
( ( 7 1 - ll)Fl ( 7 2 - 7 M ) 
= 
么 arg mill f ^ ^ + H i^ (n) + ^ ^ + W2 [r^) 
-oo<ri<oo,-oo<r2<oo \ 2 2 , / 1 1 \ 
= a r g max - - \ri\ + Wi {n) - - h i + W2 (厂2). 
-oo<ri<oo,-oo<r2<oo \ 2 2 / 
A P P E N D I X 3: Proof of Theorem 3 
We first consider the case where the number of regimes is misspecified. Suppose 
the true model is 
However, the estimated model misspedfies the number of regimes as 4. 
i=l 
where, 
/,(7) = diag { 少 巧 � ’ 妳 l ^ i (7) ’ …’码)-p (7)} 
and 
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少 { l ) = I{zu<luZ2t<l2) 
^ f ) (l) = I{Zn<luZ2t>l2) 
少P) {l)=I(Zlt>luZ2t<l2) 
奶4) (7) = / ( 2 ; i t � 7 i ’ 彻〉7 2 ) . 
We have the residual sum of squares as: 
=W'U + P'lF'I八作Pi + - + E t i KF'li{l)Fk 
- 2 E t i 广/ i ( 7 � ; W 7 ) i ^ A - 2 E t i AfV - h{l'mi)Fpi] 
+ |f/'[/i(7�)F/3i + [/- 一 E t i l i W 冲 d 
= U U ' U + 冷;F'/i(7�)F风 + - / i ( 7 � ) ] F 决 - E t i 
•uViMm + 1 1 - - E 二 1 U7)m 
Let QFF = E{F F). 
For any 7, we can define the following moment functionals: 
M ( 7 ) = F7,(7)F, 2 = 1,2,3,4. 
Next, we prove that RSSt{i) is minimized at 7 = 7® uniquely. 
C a s e l:7i < 7?’ and 72 < 7° 
/ i ( 7 ) / i ( 7 " ) = / i ( 7 ) , 
/2(7)/I(7°) = /I(7I,72°)-/i(7)， 
/3(7)/I(7") = /I(7?,72)-/I(7) , 
/ 4 ( 7 ) / i ( 7 � ) = / i ( 7 � ) + / i (7) - /I(7?’72) - /I(7I’72°). 
We have 
Ul) 二 (F7i(7)F)-IF'/I(7):K 
=(广/ I ( 7 ) F ) - I F ' / i W [ / i ( 7 � ) i ^ A + ( / - I 趟 m + U] 
^ Pi = (A - M + /?2； 
Ul) = {F'h{^)F)-'F'h(i)Y 
=[F'h{i)F)-'F'h(i)[h(f)F^, + (/- /I(7°))F/32 + U] 
兩 ( A - " 2 ) + " 2 ’ 
Ul) = {F'h{l)F)-'F'h{n)Y 
= { F ' ( I - I 刷 + U\ 
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；)Ml (7?’ 7 2 ) - M l (7)广q . . . 
一 A m ( " 1 -如 + "2’ 
瓦(7) - ( F ' l , ( j ) F ) - ' F ' / 4(7 ) y 
= + ( / - + C/1 
^ Ml (7。）- Ml (7?,72) - Ml (71,72") + _ + ^^  
M4(7) 1 2 2 
and we can get 
=卢 ;M i ( 7 � ) A + A l Q f f - - E t i 百iMi(力A + + Op(l) 
=祝MI(7�)/5I + 咖 f - M I ( 7 � P 2 - Z L 这风 W/^2-
/ 
M l ( 7 ) A + (Mi(7i,7§) - Ml(7))& + [Ml(7?,72) _ Mi(7)l& ] � � ， 2 
八 [PI — P2j + Cr + 
+ [Mi(7。）- Ml(7?,72) - Mi(7i,7§) + Ml(7)1^4 
/ 
M i ( 7 � ) 风 - M l ( 7 ) A - (Ml(71,72°) - MI(7))& 1 = (Pi — 
-[Ml(7?,72) - Mi(7)成-[MI(7。）- Ml(7?,72) - Mi(71,75) + M ^ j p , 
P2) 
+cr2 + Oj,{l) 
_ (伪—伪） (Ml(7°) - Ml(7?，72) - Ml(71,72°) + Mi(7))2 
. . 
- P2) + C72 + = (A - P2)'Q7(P1 - M + — + Op(l) 
for any 71 < 7°, and 72 < 72, using the following results: 
/ i ( 7 I , 7 2 ' ) - A ( 7 ) < / 2 ( 7 ) , 
/ i ( 7 ? , 7 2 ) - / I ( 7 ) < / 3 ( 7 ) , 
/i(7。）- /I(7?,72) - /i(7i，7§) + l i(7) < I 她 
we can prove Q7 is a positive definite matrix, so 61 (7) > 61(7。）== 0 and the 
equation holds if and only if 7 = 7°. 
C a s e 2: 71 > 7 ? ’ and 72 < 72 
/ i ( 7 ) / I ( 7 " ) = / I ( 7 ? , 7 2 ) , 
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We have 
Ml) = ^ + 
m = [F'w)Fr^F'Hi)y 二 “ 。 ) 二 f i � ’ 7 2 ) ( A -饭 ) +队 . � 
Ul) = {F'h(i)F)-'F'h[^)Y ^ /?2； 
瓦(7) = ^ 
Then, 
^ R S S r i l ) = /3;M i(7�)A + 咖 f f - M i(7�)1 爲 - E t i 百 + a ' + 0^ ( 1 ) 
= + _ f f - M i ( 7 � P 2 - E t i KM狐-
Mi(7?，72)A + [Ml(7°) - MI(7?,72)]&]' (A _ � 2 ) + + o “ l ) 
= - Mi(7?’72)i§; - [Mi(7�) - Mi(7?,72)1&]' (A - M + — + o,(l) 
=(风一战） 兩 + a + 
Op{l) 
= {Pl-p2)'Qs{Pl-P2)+CT' + Op{l) 
= & 2 ( 7 ) + Cr^  + Op(l ) . 
for any 7 1 � 7?，a n d 72 < using the following results: 
/ I ( 7 ? ’ 7 2 ) < / I ( 7 ) ’ 
/ I ( 7 � ) - / I ( 7?， 7 2 ) < / 2 ( 7)， 
we can prove that Qs is a positive matrix, so 62(7)�62(7。）= 0 for any 7，7 where 
7i > 7i , and 72 < 72 
Since C朋e 3 and Case 4 are mirror images of Case 2 and Case 1, we can use the 
similar method to prove that 
+ = + 6i(7) + Op(l) and 6^(7) > 6^(7°) = 0 in both case. 
Define a non-stochatic function 6(7) as 6 (^7) in the ith case, then 
Since 6(7) is minimized at 7 = 7° uniquely, RSST (7) is minimized at the true 
thresholds and 7 are consistent. 
Next, we consider the case where the functional form is misspecified. 
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The true threshold model is: 
Y = iyi(rr�m + u 
i=l 
However, the estimated model is 
i=l 
With a similar projection method used in the paper of Bai et al.(2004), the model 
can be simply rewritten as a model with new coefficients but without the misspecifi-
cation problem. 
Let Ft = f{xt) = (/lOrti)’ ...Jiixtp))' and similarly, let Gt = g{xt). Thus 
F = (FI,F2，...,FT)'， 
G = ( G i , G 2 , ...，GT)' • 
F is a T X P matrix and G is a T x L matrix 
Let 
Qfg = E(F'G). 
Project Ft on Gt, we have 
Ft = CGt + eu 
where C is a P x L matrix of coefficient. Prom the orthogonality of Gt and et due 
to the projection, we have, in the limit, Qfg = CQgg. 
Let e = (ei, 62,..., CT)'- The model can be rewritten as 
y = {GC' + e)^i + U -j^IiGGi + 恢， (35) 
where 
ei = c'A, 
and 
W = j2liel3i + U. 
i=l 
Furthermore, from I3i+i — (^ i + 0, we have 氏+1 - 氏 = ( 钱 + i -成）—0. The condition 
has been satisfied by the assumptions. 
47 
Thus, the model reduces to that of a standard threshold model with two variables, 
and G is considered as the true regressors and 氏 as the new coefficients. Now, recall 
the results from Theorem 1, the estimators are consistent to the true threshold values. 
The proof of Theorem 3 is completed by combining the above results. 
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Hang Seng Index from Jun 1995 to Jan 2005 
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Figure 1: Daily Hang Seng Index and moving average lines. 
Daily turnover of Hong Kong market from Jun 1995 to Jan 2005 
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Figure 2: Daily turnover and moving average lines. 
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Rap and Raiv from Jun 1995 to Jan 2005 
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Figure 3: Two threshold variables RAV and RAP. 
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Figure 4: Residual series. 
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Figure 5: PACF and ACF for residual series 
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